BILL BARR TRYING TO
DIG SIDNEY POWELL
OUT OF THE HOLE SHE
DUG FOR MIKE FLYNN
Both NYT and NBC are reporting that Bill Barr
has gotten yet another US Attorney (after he
gave CT’s John Durham and WDPA’s Scott Brady
similar politicized errands), St. Louis’ Jeffrey
Jensen, to politicize DOJ. Jensen has been
tasked — along with some of Jeffrey Rosen’s
aides — to second guess the investigation of
Michael Flynn and other non-public cases (though
probably ones that include Jared Kushner and
Paul Manafort).
This latest assault on judicial independence
started two weeks ago.
Over the past two weeks, the outside
prosecutors have begun grilling line
prosecutors in the Washington office
about various cases — some public, some
not — including investigative steps,
prosecutorial actions and why they took
them, according to the people. They
spoke on condition of anonymity to
discuss the sensitive internal
deliberations.

That’s about the time Sidney Powell submitted
what amounted to a second motion to dismiss for
prosecutorial misconduct, which prosecutors
correctly explained included no new claims of
misconduct but a whole bunch of things that
Emmet Sullivan had already dismissed in a
meticulous 92-page opinion, with appendix.
That — plus the fact that Powell flip-flopped on
whether or not prosecutors should get a
continuance to be able to get Covington lawyers
to explain how much Mike Flynn lied to them for
his FARA filing — likely means Sidney Powell got
a heads up about this.

Back in June, it seems clear, Bill Barr told
Sidney Powell it would be safe to blow up Mike
Flynn’s plea deal, perhaps believing that things
he saw on Fox News — including a bunch of hoaxes
that Sara Carter had started, and which FBI had
already investigated multiple times. Powell
proceeded to make Flynn’s legal woes worse and
worse and worse. Alarmingly, she had Mike Flynn
submit a sworn statement that radically
conflicts with other sworn statements he already
made. In other words, based on Bill Barr
apparent reassurances that Flynn should pursue
an absolutely insane legal strategy, Flynn
turned his probation sentence into additional
perjury exposure.
And so now Bill Barr is sending off his minions
to try to undo the damage that Flynn and Powell
created for themselves by trying to suggest that
multiple lies to the FBI somehow amounted to an
ambush because Flynn was so sure the FBI was on
his side that he lied convincingly.

